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Tuesday, February 5, 2013 503aslightly higher pressures, MACS can greatly slow down the movement of
cytoplasmic molecules, likely due to increasing the volume fraction of macro-
molecules. Aside from being a merely biophysical observation, this phenome-
non practically enables digital counting of low-abundance proteins via standard
total internal reflection microscopy since the molecules diffuse marginally dur-
ing a 30-milisecond exposure time and appear as diffraction limited spots. 3)
Capturing rare events. Operating MACS in a mode where cells flow continu-
ously as a single-layer enables the user to monitor up to 10 million cells per
hour. On-the-fly image analysis then allows the device to instantaneously
stop the flow as a cell of interest flows through, to acquire a detailed snapshot.
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Integrated optofluidics holds abundant promise for high throughput detection,
study, and analysis of biochemical molecules and nanoparticles on chip. A vital
element in integrated optofluidics is dynamic tuning and precise control of
photonic devices, especially when employing electronic techniques which are
challenging to utilize in an aqueous environment. We overcome this challenge
by introducing a new platform in which the photonic device is controlled using
electro-optical phase tuning. The phase tuning is generated by the thermo-optic
effect using an on-chip electric microheater located outside the fluidic channel,
and is transmitted to the optofluidic device through optical waveguides. The
microheater is compact, high-speed (> 18 kHz), and consumes low power
(~ mW). We demonstrate dynamic optical trapping control of nanoparticles by
an optofluidic resonator. This novel electro-optofluidic platform allows the
realization of high throughput optofluidic devices with switching, tuning, and
reconfiguration capability, and promises new directions in optofluidics.
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Conventional approaches for assessing changes in cell adhesion often lack of
time resolution and require invasive force or nonnative label. To circumvent
such problems, we have developed an innovative approach of using quartz crys-
tal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) to track real-time
changes in cell adhesion. We have experimentally and computationally estab-
lished a correlation between time-dependent changes in energy dissipation
factor (DD) measured from the QCM-D and the level of cell adhesion complex
(i.e., focal adhesions). Based on this correlation, we have been able to
investigate the epidermal growth factor-induced change in cell adhesion and
its regulation. We have also been able to evaluate the effects of various
pharmacological interventions of this dynamic change in cell adhesion. The
results of our study suggest that this QCM-D-based approach can potentially
be exploited for fundamental study of cellular processes such as cell signaling,
trafficking, and mechanotransduction, as well as for biomedical research on
drug and biomarker screening.
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In this presentation I show how hydrodynamic forces can be used to locally trap
and move membrane-associated molecules in lipid bilayers. We use the liquidFig. 1. Liquid flow through a conical
pipette is used to locally trap mole-
cules in lipid bilayers.flow through a ~1 mm pipette to create a lo-
calized force field that acts on molecules
protruding from the lipid bilayer (see Fig.
1). In addition to introducing the hydrody-
namic trap and some of the possibilities and
challenges of using this technique on living
cells, I will also present examples of using
this technique to: (i) vary the concentration
of molecules in lipid bilayers, (ii) study in-
termolecular interactions between different
membrane-bound proteins as a function ofsurface coverage and (iii) induce and study pore formation in lipid bilayers.
In particular, I show how the hydrodynamic trap can be used to obtain informa-
tion about the orientation and mechanical properties of the extracellular domain
of the tyrosine phosphatase CD45 involved in the early stages of T-cell immune
response.
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In biology, binding reactions taking place between apposing surfaces, in
contrast to reactions in solution, are controlling a plethora of critical processes
including cell adhesion and motility, immunological signaling, neurotransmis-
sion etc. However he techniques developed to quantitatively characterize
interfacial reactions (e.g. the surface force apparatus, surface plasmon reso-
nance and quartz crystal microbalance) are either not at all amenable to imag-
ing or have at best a resolution of tens of micrometers. Here, we monitored the
transient interaction of diffusing particles with a surface to measure quantita-
tively and under equilibrium conditions, inter-surface on-rates, off-rates and
energies for binding reactions (1, 2). These interactions could then be laterally
resolved to produce an energy map with sub-diffraction-limited resolution. This
novel method was termed Particle Tracking Microscopy.
References:
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In vitro culture systems are useful for investigations of cellular function and
molecular interactions in a controlled environment. The experimental utility
of a cell culture system is heightened by genetic characterization of the cell
population under study and by knowledge of the extent to which the culture
population resembles the tissue of origin. Here we report outcomes of Next
Generation Sequencing (NGS) efforts to acquire a comprehensive view of
the cadre of ion channels expressed in cultures of normal human astrocytes
(NHA; Lonza). Experiments were undertaken with the goals of identifying
novel ion channel candidates for glial function, and of assessing whether the
cell culture population expressed ion channels with an established role in astro-
cyte function. Total RNA isolated from normal human astrocytes that were
cultured for 5 days after passage was sequenced with Illumina-Solexa technol-
ogy at the National Center for Genome Resources (NCGR). Approximately 23
million reads mapped to 18,470 genes on the human reference genome (HUGO
nomenclature; build 37). Analysis revealed the expression of genes representa-
tive of glial and neural lineages. Genes characteristic of astrocytes were more
prevalent than genes that typify oligodendrocytes. The NHA ion channel tran-
scriptome comprised over 200 genes for voltage-gated and ligand-gated ion
channels and represented 0.24% of the unique RNA Seq reads. Of particular
interest were the many expected and novel genes for potassium channels
(KCN-x), calcium channels (CACNA-x), and glutamate receptors (GRI-x)
that were represented in the NHA channelome. Results provide a rich resource
for further investigations of ion channel function, signaling pathways, and gene
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In addition to a well-characterized role of cytochrome c (cyt c) as a pro-
apoptotic factor acting after its release from mitochondria into the cytosol,
a new pro-apoptotic function of the intra-mitochondrial pool of cyt c has
been recently identified. Early in apoptosis, cyt c interacts with a mitochon-
dria-unique phospholipid, cardiolipin (CL), that massively transmigrates
from the inner to the outer mitochondrial membrane. In the complexes thus
504a Tuesday, February 5, 2013formed, cyt c becomes a peroxidase which catalyzes peroxidation of polyunsat-
urated CL species into products that are required for the execution of the apo-
ptotic program. The essential details of the cyt c/CL interactions - leading to the
gain of cyt c’s peroxidase competence towards CL - remain to be elucidated.
Here, we used Coarse Graining Molecular Dynamic (CG-MD) simulation as
a computational route to explore structural details of cyt c interactions with
CL-containing phospholipid bilayer. using the MARTINI force field of a
4-to-1 atoms-to-bead mapping for both lipids and protein, we simulated a lipid
bilayer containing 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 20%
tetraoleoyl-CL (TOCL). Furthermore, we investigated the effect of CL perox-
idation on membrane structure and interactions with cyt c. The simulation
visualizes cyt c movement toward the phospholipid bilayer, to which it binds
and then migrates along its surface. Inside the bilayer, clustering of CL with
respect to the position of cyt c on the bilayer surface was observed. Peroxida-
tion of CL altered the phospholipid membrane and caused the appearance of
disorganized domains. Furthermore, increasing levels of peroxidation resulted
in decreasing capacity of cyt c to interact with the membrane, whereby cyt c
completely lost the ability to bind to the bilayer containing fully peroxidized
CL (with all four of CL’s acyls oxidiatively modified). Supported by NIH grant
R01 ES020693.
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Large-scale conformational transitions in biomolecules occur on complex,
high-dimensional free energy surfaces. Simulating these transitions is often
challenging due to the mismatch between the timescales required to traverse
the energetic landscape and those accessible by conventional simulation tech-
niques. The ‘‘weighted ensemble’’ (WE) path sampling method is a rigorous
technique for simulating this class of rare transitions. We extend the WE
method by combining it with a string method to adaptively refine the set of
order parameters used to enhance sampling along the transition pathway.
This permits sampling transitions in the space of many order parameters for
a wide range of equilibrium and non-equilibrium processes. From these simu-
lations, accurate estimates of steady state conformational distributions and
reaction rates can be obtained, even for systems with complex transition
pathways that may involve metastable intermediates. We demonstrate the
application of this method using two simple models of driven Brownian
motion, protein conformational change with a coarse-grained model, and
fully-atomistic models.
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Due to the challenges involved with modeling complex molecular systems,it is
essential that computationally intelligent schemes be produced which put the
computational effort where and when it is needed to capture important phenom-
ena, and maintain needed accuracy at minimum costs. In this work, we develop
and investigate algorithms for the adaptive modeling and simulation of the
dynamic behavior of highly complex multiscale processes. This is accom-
plished through the appropriate use of an adaptive hybridization of existing,
newly developed, and proposed advanced multibody dynamics algorithms
and modeling strategies for forward dynamic simulation. The adaptive multi-
scale simulation technique presented here benefits from the highly paralleliz-
able structure of the divide and conquer (DCA) framework for modeling
multibody systems. These algorithms permits a large complex molecule (or
systems of molecules) to be seamlessly treated using a hierarchy of reduced
order models ranging from atomistic to the continuum scale. The reduced order
and low fidelity models, when correctly developed, can provide significant
computational savings. The reason is these coarser scale models effectively
constrain out high frequency modes which dominate the integration of the
equations of motion, but are of little or no relevance to the important overall
conformational behavior of the system. When such fine-scale (temporal and/or
spatial) scales are not needed the subassemblies of the molecule can be identi-
fied and modeled by coarser scale representations which may include rigid-
body models, articulated body models, flexible body models, and continuum
models. The simulation technique using the DCA framework permits switching
between different resolution models adaptively during the simulation. For ex-
ample, from fully atomistic to a multi-flexible or multi-rigid body representa-
tion can be achieved depending on the researcher specified internal metric
indicators or error estimates.2580-Pos Board B599
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We have developed LOOS (Lightweight Object Oriented Structure-analysis) as
a tool for making new tools for analyzing molecular simulations. LOOS is an
object-oriented library designed to facilitate the rapid development of new
methods for structural analysis. LOOS includes over 120 pre-built tools for
common structural analysis tasks, such as assessing the convergence of simu-
lations, hydrogen bonding patterns, and the construction and visualization of
3D histograms as density. LOOS supports reading the native file formats of
most common simulation packages, including AMBER, CHARMM, Gromacs,
NAMD, and Tinker and can write NAMD formats (PDB and DCD). A dynamic
atom selection language, based on the C expression syntax, is included as part
of the library and is easily accessible to both the programmer and the end user.
LOOS is written in Cþþ and makes extensive use of Boost and the Standard
Template Library. Through modern Cþþ design, LOOS is both simple to
use (requiring knowledge of only 4 core classes and a few utility functions)
and easily extensible. A Python interface to the core components of LOOS is
also available, further facilitating rapid development of analysis tools and
broadening the LOOS community by making it accessible to those who would
otherwise be deterred by using Cþþ. LOOS also includes a set of libraries and
tools for performing elastic network model calculations that are easily extended
to accommodate new methods.
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In this work we demonstrate how the most probable transition path between
metastable states can be recovered from replica exchange molecular dynamic
simulation data by using the dynamic string method. The local drift vector in
collective variables is determined via the short continuous trajectories between
replica exchanges at a given temperature. A string is updated based on this drift
vector to produce reaction pathways between the folded and unfolded state. The
method is applied to a beta hairpin-forming peptide to obtain information on the
folding mechanism and transition state using different sets of collective vari-
ables. Two main folding pathways differing in the order of events are found
and discussed, and the relative free energy differences for each path estimated.
The string that shows turn formation before native arrangement of the hydro-
phobic core has lower free energy difference from the unfolded state and
thus is expected to be more probable. Finally, in both cases, the conformations
on the peak of the free energy barrier have the tryptophans on the same side of
the beta structure suggesting this arrangement to be the rate-limiting step.
This work was supported by the NSF MCB-1050966 and CCNI.
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The ensemble of 3-d configurations exhibited by a biomolecule, that is, its in-
trinsic motion, can be altered by several environmental factors, and also by the
binding of other molecules. Quantification of such induced changes in intrinsic
motion is important because it provides a basis for relating thermodynamic
changes to changes in molecular motion. This task is, however, challenging be-
cause it requires comparing two high-dimensional datasets. Traditionally, when
analyzing molecular simulations, this problem is circumvented by first reduc-
ing the dimensions of the two ensembles separately, and then comparing sum-
mary statistics from the two ensembles against each other. However, since
dimensionality reduction is carried out prior to ensemble comparison, such
strategies are susceptible to artifactual biases from information loss. Here we
introduce a method based on support vector machines that yields a normalized
quantitative estimate for the difference between two ensembles after comparing
them directly against one another. While this method can be applied to any mo-
lecular system, including non-biological molecules and crystals, here we show
how it can be applied to identify the specific regions of a paramyxovirus G-pro-
tein that are affected by the binding of its preferred human receptor, Ephrin-B2.
This protein-protein interaction essentially regulates viral fusion. Specifically,
for every residue in the G-protein, we obtain separately a quantitative
